Abstract. We classify all J?-separable coordinate systems for the equations 2?1/-ig"1/29,(g1/2gi'a,i/') = 0 and ^j-ig%WdjW = 0 with special emphasis on nonorthogonal coordinates, and give a group-theoretic interpretation of the results. We show that for flat space the two equations separate in exactly the same coordinate systems.
1. Introduction. We study the problem of R-separation of variables for the equations is the associated Hamilton-Jacobi equation on a complex Riemannian space. We classify all metrics for which equations (1.1) admit solutions via /?-separation of variables and we indicate explicitly the group-theoretic significance of each type of variable separation. Special attention is given to nonorthogonal separable systems and to metrics for conformally flat spaces.
It is straightforward to show that (l.l)(b) admits (additive) separation of variables in every coordinate system for which (l.l)(a) admits a product /{-separation and that in general (l.l)(b) separates in more systems than does (l.l)(a). However, by making use of some results of Eisenhart [1] we shall show explicitly that for flat space these two equations separate in exactly the same coordinate systems. For this case one can choose Cartesian coordinates x,y, z so that ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2 and (1. It follows from earlier papers by the authors [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , that all /{-separable systems for these equations are characterized by pairs of commuting operators in the enveloping algebra of the conformai symmetry algebra o (5) . This fact permits use of the representation theory of o (5) to derive properties of the /{-separated (special function) solutions of the complex Laplace equation. Similar comments hold for the possible distinct real forms of our complex flat space equations, i.e., the real Laplace and wave equations in three space. One need only modify the results obtained here by classifying the possible real metrics with the appropriate signature. These comments also pertain to all real Riemannian spaces, except that the second-order symmetry operators need not belong to the enveloping algebra of the Lie symmetry algebra.
This paper is closely related to two other papers by the authors. In [6] we studied in detail the group-theoretic relation between the real wave equation in three-space and the associated Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Here we fill in a gap left in that article by showing explicitly that these equations separate in exactly the same coordinate systems. In [7] the corresponding separation of variables problem for the equations A3i// = E\p and "2,g'Jd¡WdjW -E, where E is a nonzero constant, is solved. This reference also contains a discussion of related work on separation of variables by other authors.
The present paper is one in a series devoted to uncovering the relationships between group representation theory, separation of variables and special function identities [8] , [9] .
2. /{-separation for Laplace's equation. Here we classify the metrics for which the equation A3i/< = 0, (l.l)(a), admits an /{-separation of variables. We will characterize these metrics via pairs of commuting symmetry operators.
Recall that L -2 $(*09*/ + £(*') (2-1) /-i is a first-order symmetry operator for (l.l)(a) if [L, A3] = p(x')A3 for some analytic function p [9] . The set of all symmetries L forms a Lie algebra § under the commutator bracket [A, B] = AB -BA, called the symmetry algebra of A3. It is easy to show that the § satisfy the differential equations for the conformai Killing vectors related to the metric (g0) and, neglecting the trivial symmetry L = 1, § is a subalgebra of the infinitesimal conformai group of the metric. As is well known [10] , when (&,) is flat then § » o (5), a ten-dimensional complex Lie algebra. In general § is isomorphic to a subalgebra of o (5).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Similarly, L' -2 ifci*')^ + 2 1/(^)3,' + *(*') (2-2)
is a second-order symmetry operator for A3 if [L', A3] = /CA3 where A" is a first-order differential operator of the form (2.1) (but not necessarily a symmetry operator). The second-order symmetries do not form a Lie algebra but they do form a vector space which can be decomposed into orbits under the adjoint action of §. If, acting on the solution space of (l.l)(a), every such L' agrees with a second-order polynomial in the enveloping algebra of §, then equation (l.l)(a) is said to be class I [9] . Otherwise (l.l)(a) is class II. We shall first show explicitly that each pure separable solution \p -A(xl)B(x2)C(x3) of (l.l)(a) is characterized by a commuting pair of secondorder symmetries L" L2 such that
where the eigenvalues \. are the separation constants. In the following we classify each of the separable systems and list the associated operators Llt L^. As in [7] our analysis is based on the number of ignorable coordinates. Here the coordinate xk is ignorable if L = 3,* is a symmetry operator, i.e., [3,*, A3] = pA3.
In the case of three ignorable coordinates the general form of the contravariant metric can be taken as gij = Q(xl, x2, x3)S0; i,j = 1, 2, 3. If we write (l.l)(a) in the form au^n + a22^22 + a33^33 + a,^, + a2ip2 + a3\p3 = 0 we see that the conditions a¡ = QC¡ (C¡ constant), imply that
The corresponding differential form is
The case of two ignorable coordinates can be treated similarly. The differential form is (2) 
If there is only one ignorable coordinate xl and the remaining two separation equations are second-order then the contravariant metric assumes the form
The resulting Laplace equation appears as anypn + 0^22 + a33yp33 + al2\¡>l2 + a\én + a^i + a24>2 + a3$3 = 0. (2.8)
If R = R -H2 and S = S -I2 are both nonconstant then the requirement a2 = Qf(x2) implies
with a similar constraint arising from a3= Qh(x3) and a condition on a,. It follows that Q = A(jc2)A:(x3)e_ClJC'[/{ + S]-1. The corresponding metric is
Lx ~dx" L2 = G-'/^G1/^) + tf(¿C,dx. + 3**, ) (2.10)
where dXl = dx1 -Hdx2 -Idx3. If either R2 = 0 or S3 = 0 then g = h(x2)k(x3)e~c,x' and the metric is a special case of (3). If x1 is ignorable, the separation equation in x2 is first-order while that in x3 is second-order, then the contravariant metric tensor becomes The conditions a2 = Qf(x2), a3 = Qh(x3) imply Q = k(x2)l(x3)e-c^x\ There are no further restrictions and the metric is
However, introduction of the new ignorable variable X1 where dX1 = dx1 -\R(x2)dx2 reduces (2.13) to a metric with two ignorable variables, a special case of (2) . If there are no ignorable variables then the coordinates must be orthogonal and the conditions on the metric are well known to be
where Mn is the indicated cofactor of the Stäckel matrix whose determinant is S, and the f¡ are arbitrary. The operators are those listed in (2.27) with M m I.
This completes the list of coordinates for which A3i|/ = 0 admits pure separation. Note that the only possible nonorthogonal systems are of type (2) .
We now turn our attention to the metrics which are /{-separable. For these there is a fixed function R = R(x\ x2, x3) such that for ip = eR<t> the resulting differential equation obeyed by <j> is purely separable in xx, x2, x3. (In case R = Sx(xx) + S2(x2) + S3(x3) then /{-separation reduces to pure separation.) As before, we will characterize each /{-separable solution t// = eRA(x1)B(x2)C(x3) by listing a commuting pair of second-order symmetries Lx, L2 such that (2.3) holds.
Upon extraction of the modulation factor eR, equation (l.l)(a) assumes the form 2 bykj + 2 bfa + b04>
We proceed by considering the number of ignorable variables in the equation for <i>. Clearly, x' is an ignorable variable in this equation if and only if L = 3,/ + p(xJ) is a symmetry operator for (l.l)(a), where p = -dxiR. If extraction of the factor M = eR leads to a transformed equation with three ignorable coordinates then we can take the contravariant metric tensor to be of the form gij = QS'j. The coefficient b¡ of the reduced equation is bt-QdMM2Q-1/2)'
The condition b¡ = QC¡, C¡ constant, then leads to M2Q -x'2 = expi^C,*' + C2x2 + C3x3).
(2.16)
The remaining condition for separation is b0 = QC0 which implies
If the transformed equation has two ignorable variables xl, x2 then the components of the contravariant metric assume the form g'J = QG'J(x3). If we take gi/2 = h(x3)Q ~3/2 then the coefficient bx has the form
From the condition bx = Qf(x3) and the similar conditions b2 = Qg(x3), ¿3 = ß'(*3)we deduce that 3,,ln(^2ß-I/2)-^(*3).
Thus,
The condition on the constant term and the defining operators are
The third possibility is that the reduced equation has one ignorable variable xl. Then we have the following cases:
(a) The separation equations are both second-order in the nonignorable coordinates. The contravariant tensor must assume the form
However, introducing a new ignorable variable Xx such that dx1 = dXl + Hdx2 + Idx3 we can obtain a new metric for which H = / = 0. The condition b2 = Qf(x2) becomes
There is a similar condition arising from the requirement b3 = Qg(x3). These conditions together with bx = Q(U(x2) + V(x3)) imply
and the condition on the constant term is However, the change of ignorable variable dxl = dXl + \P dx2 reduces the metric to one with two ignorable variables, a special case of (2)'. Finally we treat the case where there are no ignorable variables. This corresponds to the most general type of orthogonal coordinates and is well known, e.g., [11] . The required conditions are * " m7 QS>' = M"2 II/,(*') (2.25) where MiX is the indicated cofactor of the Stäckel matrix with determinant S.
There is an additional condition
The operators are
(^^)9*'^a*') + (^^)9*2^) . This last separation is the most general possible which yields three ignorable variables. However we do not regard this more general separation as essentially different from that given in (2.17) and always choose modulation functions which are independent of the separation parameters. We can argue m much the same way for separable systems with one and two ignorable variables.
This completes our classification of separable coordinates for (l.l)(a). Note that the only possible nonorthogonal separable coordinate systems are from classes (2) and (2)'. However, all systems from these classes correspond to commuting pairs of first-order symmetries. Hence, their existence and classification is purely a group-theoretic phenomenon.
3. Separable systems for the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Next we give the analogous classification of separable systems for equation (l.l)(b). Recall that /{-separation of variables for (l.l)(b) means that W = R(xx,x2,x3) + 23_i^(.k') where the separation equations for the functions W, are second degree first-order nonlinear equations. If the fixed function R is zero then (l.l)(b) admits a (pure) separation of variables.
To define the symmetry operators for (l.l)(b) we employ a phase space formalism. The coordinates in this space are (xJ,pf) where pj = dxJWJ = 1,2, 3. The Poisson bracket of two functions F, G on phase space is the function
& first-order symmetry of (l.l)(b) is a function £ = 2£W/\ (3.2) such that {£, 2ijgijp¡Pj) = K*)(2¡jgiJP¡Pj) for some analytic function p. Note that the (£■(•*)) are just the conformai Killing vector fields for the metric (g¡J).
The first-order symmetries form a Lie algebra % under the Poisson bracket. Here dim % < 10 and the maximum dimension is achieved if and only if (g¡j) is conformally flat, in which case % sa o(5) [10] . The (strictly) second-order symmetries of (l.l)(b) are the functions
t,J-l such that {£', 2glJp¡Pj} = ¡i(x,p)(2 giJp¡pf) where ¡i is a linear function of the p,. The vector space of second-order symmetries can be decomposed into orbits under the adjoint action of %. We will show explicitly that every class of separable solutions Woî (l.l)(b) is characterized by a pair of first-or second-order symmetries £,, t¡. which are in involution: {£,, ßj = 0. The exact characterization is
where X" X2 are the separation constants [6] . In the following we classify the separable systems and list the associated functions £,, L^-The classification is analogous to that of §2 and is straightforward. There are 4 cases: We see, furthermore, that if we look for an /{-separable solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation then the conditions on the contravariant metric imply that the differential forms be of one of the types (l)-(4) listed above. For these types, equation (l.l)(b) is purely separable, so we encounter no strictly /{-separable solutions. We can of course produce /{-separable solutions by an appropriate redefinition of coordinates.
Note that the only possible nonorthogonal separable coordinates are of type (2), hence they can be classified by group-theoretic methods.
4. Flat space coordinates. We now show that every separable coordinate system for equation (l.l)(b) in flat space admits /{-separation for the corresponding Laplace equation (l.l)(a). (The converse of this statement already follows from the results developed thus far.) This will be accomplished by showing that the metrics of types (l)-(4) reduce for flat space to metrics which /{-separate (l.l)(a). We first treat types (1), (3) and (4), which metrics correspond to orthogonal coordinates.
The method for finding all such metrics has been developed by Eisenhart [1] . In his article Eisenhart classifies all flat space metrics of the form ds2 =j?H2 (dx<)2 = e2° 2 H2 (dx')2 (4.1)
where the metric ds2 = ^iH2(dxif (4.2) j=i is in Stäckel form, i.e., H2 = S/MiX, and also obeys the Robertson condition S = Tl3-xfíJ¡(x'). We can see by a suitable redefinition of the functions ß that the flat space metrics of types (1), (3) and (4) can be written in the form (4.1). Conversely, each metric (4.1) permits separation in (l.l)(b). Thus Eisenhart's classification can be viewed as a listing of the possible orthogonal separable systems for (l.l)(b). We will check each of the entries on this list to see that it also /{-separates (l.l)(a).
First we summarize Eisenhart's results and give the corresponding forms of the function a. The condition that the metric ds2 be in Stäckel form is We now evaluate the possible metrics (4.6)-(4.10) and the corresponding function X.
1. In this case either X = 1 or X = (xx)2 + (x2)2 + (x3)2, and we have the forms
(4.14)
respectively, where (1) and (1) Choice (a) yields X = 1 or X = (x1)2 + (x3)2 with corresponding forms
both of which are known to yield /{-separation for the Laplace equation. The connection with Cartesian coordinates is Xx = x1 cos x2, Xy = x1 sin x2, Xz = x3.
(Again, these two systems are conformally equivalent.) We can treat cases (b) and (c) simultaneously because in both cases the metric ds2 can be written in the form ds2 = (dx3)2 + (dz1)2 + (dz2)2 + (dz3)2 where (z1)2 + (z2)2 + (z3)2 = 1. It is now easy to see that cases (b) and (c) correspond to the two possible distinct subgroup coordinate systems on the two dimensional complex sphere [13] . The coordinates and metrics have exactly the same form as for type 2 above except that now one obtains the three elliptic separable systems on the complex sphere [13] , [14] (according as some of a, b, c become equal): Here, s«, c/i, cfri are Jacobi elliptic functions [15] . These coordinates are of type (3)'. Note that all five separable systems on the complex sphere have now appeared. 4. Here equations (4.12) impose the single condition (es -ex)(e5 -e2)(e5 -e3)(e5 -e4)
The corresponding coordinates in the cases when some of the e¡ are equal can be found in [2] , [16] .
This completes our list of orthogonal /{-separable coordinates for the flat-space equations (1.1). It follows immediately that (l.l)(a) and (l.l)(b) separate in exactly the same coordinate systems.
In [22] , Levinson, Bogert and Redheffer already classified /{-separable systems for the Laplace equation in real Euclidean three-space. However, in addition to restricting themselves to real coordinates, thus omitting all systems associated with the wave equation, these authors adopted a rather restrictive definition of separation of variables in which they required that the separated variables could be split off from the Laplace equation one at a time. Thus their classification omits all of the most general and complicated systems, i.e., the possible ellipsoidal, paraboloidal and cyclidic types. The definition of variable separation adopted in the present paper is the usual one and, to the authors' knowledge, the computations of this section constitute the first demonstrably exhaustive classification of orthogonal /{-separable coordinates for the flat-space Laplace equation.
5. Nonorthogonal coordinates in flat space. We have classified all separable systems for equations (1.1) in flat space except the nonorthogonal systems of types (2) and (2)'. All systems of these types are characterized in terms of commuting pairs of symmetry operators from the symmetry algebra o (5). By regarding two separable systems as equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by a conformai symmetry transformation we can reduce the classification of such systems to the determination of all orbits of twodimensional subspaces of commuting symmetries in o(5) under the adjoint action of o(5). To be specific we first consider the complex Laplace equation determine the isomorphism. In addition, the inversion / and reflection R are symmetries of (5.1) which do not belong to the connected component of the identity of the corresponding conformai local Lie symmetry group of (5.1):
We first determine the orbits of symmetry operators T under the adjoint action of o (5), i.e., the canonical forms under the similarity transformation r-»OTO-1, O £0(5, Q. This classification is straightforward and we list only the results. Our classification is in terms of the possible eigenvalues of the matrices $ G o (5) . For each such matrix we list a canonical form T G o(5) such that T = 000 _1 for some O e 0(5), the complex orthogonal group. It is easy to show that X = 0 is always an eigenvalue of <3> and, if X ^ 0 is an eigenvalue, then so is -X. We use the notation X(n), n = 2, 3, 5, to signify that X corresponds to a generalized eigenvector u of rank n, i.e., n is the smallest integer m such that ($ -XE)mu = 0 where £ is the 5 X 5 identity matrix. Table 1 From this table we can determine the conjugacy classes of two-dimensional abelian subalgebras of o (5). Let T be such a subalgebra. By performing a conjugacy transformation if necessary, we can assume that T G T where T is one of the five operators listed in Table 1 . Let §r be the centralizer of T in o(5). We determine the Sr-conjugacy classes of one-dimensional subalgebras of @r. Choosing a representative T¡ from each such class we obtain the distinct abelian subalgebras {T, T,}. Repeating this computation for each T on Table 1 and eliminating duplications we obtain Table 2 in which we have listed a representative from each of the six conjugacy classes of two-dimensional abelian subalgebras. The separable coordinate systems associated with these abelian subalgebras are termed split [6] . We first discuss the orthogonal split systems, all of which have been obtained in §4.
The standard form of the Cartesian coordinates is (4.14)' and the basis operators for this form are Px, P2. The standard form of the cylindrical coordinates is (4.18) However, a transformation similar to that for (2.13) reduces this system to Cartesian coordinates. Thus we term the system Cartesian'. System 5 can be characterized by the operators P2 + iP3, Ux/2 -D, and coordinates
We call these oscillator coordinates because they transform (5.7) to the time-dependent (complex) Schrödinger equation for the harmonic oscillator [17] .
System 6 can be characterized by the operators P2 + iP3, K2 + iK3 -SPX and coordinates x = x3x2 + 2/x2, y-iz = x1 -{-(x3)2x2 + 2x3/x2 + 2/3(x2)3,
We call these linear coordinates because they transform (5.7) to the time-dependent (complex) Schrödinger equation with a linear potential [17] . We see that the oscillator and linear systems are the only nonorthogonal /{-separable coordinate systems for equation (5.1). In [7] it was shown that the flat space Helmholtz equation A3\p = E\j/ separates in exactly five nonorthogonal systems, three of which are nonsplit. It is straightforward to show that when E = 0 these systems all become split. Furthermore, two of the systems are conformai equivalent to oscillator coordinates, two to linear coordinates, and one to (5.8) .
The Lie algebraic characterization of the corresponding separable systems for License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use W2 + Wf + Wf = 0 is explained in detail in [6] . 6 . Separable systems for conformally flat spaces. In [1] Eisenhart showed how to find all orthogonal separable systems for the equation A3tp = Ety, E ¥= 0, where g¡¡ is a conformally flat metric. The construction is essentially the same as that employed in §4 to find orthogonal separable systems for the Laplace equation in flat space. Here we describe a method for determining explicitly all /{-separable systems for A3t// = 0 in a conformally flat space C3.
In such a space we can always find a coordinate system {x, y, z) such that [10] ds2 -Q2(x, v, z)(dx2 + dy2 + dz2). The symmetry algebra of (6.3) is isomorphic to § but now the symmetry operators L' take the form L' = L + Q 1/2(LQ "1/2). The symmetry group of equation (6.3) has been studied by Ovsjannicov [18] . When $ = 0, i.e., when ßXjf2 is harmonic, then (6.3) admits the symmetry algebra o(5) and (6.1) is equivalent to (5.1). If $ ^ 0 the symmetry algebra is of dimension six or less. If the dimension is six then S is isomorphic to £(3), the Lie algebra of the complex Euclidean group, or to o(4). In the first case ß can be chosen so that $ = E =£ 0 and (6.3) becomes the flat space Helmholtz equation 0" + Syy + G22 = ES.
(6.5)
The separable coordinate systems for this equation have been discussed from a group-theoretic viewpoint in [7] . If § ss o (4) then ß can be chosen so that $ = E/(\ + r2)2 where E =<= 0 and r2 = x2 + y2 + z2. Then (6.3) is equivalent to the Laplace-Beltrami eigenvalue equation for a space of nonzero constant curvature. The separable coordinate systems for this equation are determined in [7] and [13] . In all other cases dim § < 6. For real conformally flat spaces with positive definite metric one is led to equation (6.3) for x, y, z real. Eisenhart [19] has determined all choices of $ in this case for which (6.3) admits pure separable solutions in some coordinate system. (It is easy to see that in this special case the only possible separable systems are the eleven orthogonal systems for the real flat space Helmholtz equation. For each of these eleven systems one then need only determine the possible functions $ which permit variable separation.) In [20] each of the separable systems is characterized by a pair of second-order commuting symmetry operators for equation (6. 3), see also [21] . In each case the operators take the form L\ -L¡ + p" / = 1, 2, where the L¡ are commuting second-order symmetry operators in the enveloping algebra of S (3, R), generated by the operators Px, P2, P3, Jx, J2, J3, (5.2) and the p¡ are scalar functions. For purely separable solutions of the complex equations (6.3) one could obtain a similar characterization by employing the results of [2] and [4] but this computation has not been carried out.
More generally, every /{-separable system for (6.3) also /{-separates (5.1). Thus, to find all /{-separable systems for (6.3) one need only take each of the /{-separable systems for (5.1) as classified in this paper and determine all functions $ which still permit /{-separation. The resulting systems will be characterized by a pair of second-order commuting operators L'¡ = L¡ + p" i = 1, 2, where the L¡ belong to the enveloping algebra of o (5) and the p, are scalar-valued functions.
